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Eccentric orbit satelliteEccentric orbit satellite

  Compressive gravitational shock at pericenter is important in mass loss.Compressive gravitational shock at pericenter is important in mass loss.

 Fig. 3 shows the satellite density is increased around its pericenter passage. Fig. 3 shows the satellite density is increased around its pericenter passage.

 Fig. 4 shows enclosed mass increases while satellite passes the pericenter Fig. 4 shows enclosed mass increases while satellite passes the pericenter

and the satellite is squeezed.and the satellite is squeezed.

 Fig. 3 shows the satellite is strained around its apocenter and the stain Fig. 3 shows the satellite is strained around its apocenter and the stain

enhances the mass loss.enhances the mass loss.

Compression and strain by host halo potential affect entire satellite structure .Compression and strain by host halo potential affect entire satellite structure .

Resonant torqueResonant torque
  Satellite is on a circular orbit at at which radius the tidal truncation is performed.Satellite is on a circular orbit at at which radius the tidal truncation is performed.

 The satellite continuously losses mass  The satellite continuously losses mass –– No gravitational shock, minimized tidal truncation. No gravitational shock, minimized tidal truncation.

 Fig. 1 shows the resonant torque contribute ~ 70% of circular orbit satellite mass loss. Fig. 1 shows the resonant torque contribute ~ 70% of circular orbit satellite mass loss.

 Fig. 2 shows the agreement between simulation result and prediction from the perturbation Fig. 2 shows the agreement between simulation result and prediction from the perturbation

theory for resonant interaction.theory for resonant interaction.

 Fig.  Fig. 2 shows that2 shows that the - the -1:2:2 resonance is the dominant resonance.1:2:2 resonance is the dominant resonance.

 Lower resolution run shows less mass loss (~15% less mass loss in 10 Lower resolution run shows less mass loss (~15% less mass loss in 1033 particles satellite) particles satellite)

 Resonant torque is the responsible mechanism for the circular orbit satellite mass loss. Resonant torque is the responsible mechanism for the circular orbit satellite mass loss.

Summary and DiscussionSummary and Discussion

 Resonant torque is an important mechanism in

satellite mass loss and need high resolution.

 Compression and strain by host halo potential are

key mechanism for an eccentric orbit satellite mass

loss and affect entire satellite structure.

 Current numerical simulations may under

estimate the satellite mass loss (substructure life

time).

 Analytic estimation of the satellite mass does not

include one important mass loss mechanism –

resonant torque.

Estimating satellite mass lossEstimating satellite mass loss

  Eccentric orbit satelliteEccentric orbit satellite

 No Shock only includes a tidal No Shock only includes a tidal

truncation for a given radius for mass loss.truncation for a given radius for mass loss.

 Shock(S) includes a tidal truncation Shock(S) includes a tidal truncation

and an impulse approximation withand an impulse approximation with

Spitzer correction.Spitzer correction.

 Shock(W) includes a tidal truncation Shock(W) includes a tidal truncation

and an impulse approximation withand an impulse approximation with

Weinberg correction (Weinberg 1994;Weinberg correction (Weinberg 1994;

Gnedin & Osteriker 1999).Gnedin & Osteriker 1999).

 Shock(W) + Torque includes a Shock(W) + Torque includes a

resonant torque effect as well as a tidalresonant torque effect as well as a tidal

truncation and an impulse approximationtruncation and an impulse approximation

with Weinberg correction.with Weinberg correction.

 In order to accurately estimate mass In order to accurately estimate mass

loss, one need to include a tidalloss, one need to include a tidal

truncation, a gravitational shock, and atruncation, a gravitational shock, and a

resonant torque in the estimationresonant torque in the estimation..

 We investigate the physical mechanisms of satellite disruption in cold dark matter host halos using idealized N-body simulations based on

cosmological initial conditions.  We show the importance of resonant shocks and resonant torques with the host halo to satellite heating. The

resonant shock is a coupling between the motion of the satellite orbit and its phase space.  The resonant torque is the coupling between the

azimuthal motion of the satellite orbit and it phase space. For a satellite on a circular orbit, the -1:2:2 (ILR-like) resonance dominates and

results in continuous satellite mass loss.  Using a perturbation theory calculation, we estimate the required number of satellite halo particles for

low order resonances and find that more than 105 particles within the satellite tidal radius are required to reproduce the important resonances

correctly. When a satellite is on an eccentric orbit, both resonant shock and resonant torque effects heat the satellite. We present an simple

algorithm for estimating satellite mass that includes both shock heating and resonant torque.

Simulations

Using Expansion code (SCF) (Weinberg 1999)

Host halo potential : static NFW potential with c = 15

Satellite

Truncated by tidal force at R=0.4Rvir from NFW

with c = 15

Size : Vsat = 1/6 Vhost

Resolution : 106 equal mass particles

 Orbits

 Circular orbit :  R = 0.4Rvir

 Eccentric orbit :Rapo = 0.4Rvir, Rperi = 0.064Rvir (

= 0.55)

Fig. 2 - The distribution of the relative change in Lz in phase

space for the N-body simulation (left panels) and the

numerical perturbation theory calculation (right panels, see

Weinberg & Katz 200). The perturbation theory calculation

includes strong low order resonances. Both results show

good general agreement and  it provides robust evidence

for resonant effects in the circular orbit simulation.

 Fig. 1 – Left : The mass loss history of the circular orbit simulations for both a non-rotating and rotating

satellite. Since the rotating satellite simulation suppresses the resonant torque effect, its mass loss is

significantly reduced. Rotating satellite rotates the same frequency as the satellite’s orbiting frequency.

Right : The mass loss histories from the synthetic force experiments. In this experiment we artificially

inject forces to isolated halo and measure the heating and consequent mass loss. The forces includes

mass loss by the tidal truncation, the  rotation effects (centrifugal force and Coriolis force), and the

resonant torque. The resonant torque is responsible more than 70% of the satellite mass loss.

Fig. 4 - Snapshots of the eccentric orbit simulation for one

radial period beginning at apocenter. Top panel :

Overlapping snapshots of the satellite’s motion. The origin

of the inner axes is center of the host halo. The dark matter

density scale is color coded on the same logarithmic scale

for all satellites. Bottom panels: Two phases of satellite

which are two green boxes in the top panel. Here, the color

code is linear in density. The bottom snapshots show the

increase in high density regions at the preicenter compared

with the initial satellite; the inner density of the satellite is

increased at pericenter.

Fig. 3 - The figures show the enclosed

mass evolution of the eccentric orbit

satellite (red line). Each panel shows

the different enclosed radius. Note that

the initial tidal radius is 0.0442.

Around pericenter passages (Time ~

0.7, 1.4, 2.2) the enclosed mass is

increased, and this feature is shown in

all four panels. The green lines are the

enclosed mass evolution in the turn-off

host simulation. In this experiment  the

host halo potential is artificially turned

off at the pericenter and let the satellite

evolve. The satellite in the turn-off host

simulation shows less mass loss. It

implies the staining satellite by host

halo potential enhances mass loss.

What is resonant interaction?
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 When a time-dependent force acts on a bound system, which is made up of

quasiperiodic orbits, resonant interactions play an important role in the system

evolution.

 Most of astronomical systems are considered a bound system.

 Iterative interactions cancel out all but interaction by frequency couplings of a

time-dependent force and orbits in the system which is resonant interaction.

 Action change of the resonant orbits causes galaxy evolution.

 Issues

 Interaction effect is global : Different from classical Dynamic Friction.

 Need very high resolution : Small and large scale noise criteria and coverage

criterion (Weinberg & Katz 2007).

Resonant torque : Satellite heating by the resonant interaction through azimuthal

frequency coupling between external potential (host halo and other satellite) and orbits

in the satellite.

Resonant shock: Coupling of radial frequencies. Considered by the adiabatic

correction in the impulse approximation.


